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TIPS TO FOLLOW TO ACCURATELY MEASURE YOUR KITCHEN SPACE

Planning y�r dream kitchen

They say
We say

meas�e twice, cut �ce
meas�e three times, �d� �ce

RTAwoodcabinets.com  -  Tel: 800-788-7575  -  Fax: 732-860-7576

Please use the attached measurement guide to mark down your dimensions.

Please make sure your measurements are 100% accurate to ensure that our
designers will design a kitchen that will fit perfectly into your space.

Measure in inches to provide the most accurate measurements. Make a rough
drawing of the shape of the room showing any walls, doors, windows, protrusions,
or recessed areas, similar to the diagram shown on page 3, hand-drawn is fine.

1. Measure each wall from corner to corner or end of wall.
2. Measure from corner to window or door opening, not including window/door trim.
3. Measure each opening (window/doorway) from outer trim to outer trim.
4. Mark on your drawing the exact location of the sink plumbing, gas line
    and appliance locations.
5. Measure from floor to ceiling, note if there are any soffits.
6. Once you have completed the measurements add up the sections of each
    wall to make sure they total the full wall measurement. 

Please email this form to
sales@rtawoodcabinets.com or fax to 732-860-7576
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KITCHEN & BATH MEASUREMENT GUIDE

NAME:

EMAIL:

PHONE:

DATE: CITY, STATE

KITCHEN STYLE:

Please email this form to sales@rtawoodcabinets.com or fax to 732-860-7576

Total Dimensions

Please Circle Applicable Answer

Appliance Measurements:

Wall #1

Wall cabinet height:

Refrigerator _____W x _____H x _____D Range Hood _____W x _____H x _____D 

Stove _____W x _____H x _____D Sink _____W x _____H x _____D 

Dishwasher _____W x _____H x _____D Trash Compactor _____W x _____H x _____D 

Microwave _____W x _____H x _____D Oven (wall mount) _____W x _____H x _____D 

30”            36”            42”

12”            15”            18”            24”         none

12”            15”            18”            24”          wood hood         microwave

Cabinet height above refrigerator:

Cabinet height above range:

Do you have a so�t? yes           no             wall # ____

Wall #2

Wall #3

Wall #4

Floor to Ceiling

Width of  Window
Wall # ______

Width of  Window
Wall # ______
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